In this paper we determine the structure of rings with minimal ideals whose singular ideal is zero. From this we obtain the structure of Artinian rings with zero singular ideal and so answer a question posed by Goldie [5]. We specialise to obtain short proofs of results of Goldie 151, Colby and Rutter Jr. [2] , and Gordon [6] .
MAIN RESULT
The following concepts will be used throughout the paper. Kj is a monomor~plzism.
Pro@
Assume there is a non-zero ye E Hom,(M, X) u-hose kernel is essential in M. Let m EM be any element such that mv + I). Then by Lemma 1.1 there is an essential ideal E of R satisfying Em C ker p. As p is an R-homomorphism E(mF) = (Em)v = 0. But this contradicts the assumption that Z(N) = 0, hence the lemma is proved. LEMMA 1.3. Let R be a ring mith minimal ideals such that Z,(R) = 0, and let R = Re, ,$ **a 8 Re, be a decorrposition of R into indecomposable ideals. Let L be a minimal ideal of R. If, for any i, there is a no%-zero R-homomwpkism C,G : Re, + L then 9: is an Gomorphism. Hence at least or,e OJ* tlze Rel's is a minimal ideal, and rdery minimal ideal of R is isomorplzic to one of the Rel's.
Proofs Let p: : Rei -+ L be a non-zero R-homomorphism.
Then as L is minimal, Re,p, = L and ker 9) is a maximal submodule of Rei ~ But Re, is indecomposable and so ker y is essential in Rei . By Le-mma 1.2 this means that ker Q = 0 and so q~ is an isomdrphism.
Yost there is a j such that e,L f 0 hence Hom,(Re, , L) + 0 and the lemma is pro"ed. Clearly any ring R with minimal ideals such that Z,(Rj = 0 is the direct sum of a finite number of indecomposable rings Ri with minimal ideals and satisfying Z,(Rij = 0.
We now prove the main structure theorem. TEEOREM 1.1. Let R be an indecomposable ring with minimal ideals such that Z,(R) = 0. Then there are integers m, k with m < k and integers n, ,..., nk such that R is isomorphic to a blocked matrix ring H such that the (i, j)th block of an arbitrary elemelzt of H is an arbitrary ni x nj matrix with entries from an additive Abelian group Hij . The groups Hij satisfy the following conditions.
(i) There is a partial multiplicative structure on Ui,j Hi, such that Hi&j, C Hit 7 v,,j,t * (ii) For ezery i, Hii is a ring with a unique idempotent (the identity). For all i, j the group Hij is a Hii -Hji-bimodule. Proof. Let R be an indecomposable ring with minimal ideals such that Z,(R) = 0, and let be a decomposition of R into indecomposable ideals such that Reij g RRest if and only if i = s. Moreover, in view of Lemma 1.3 we may assume that there is an integer m, m < k, such that Re, is a minimal ideal if and only if m < i < k. Throughout this paper eij is always one of the primitive idempotents appearing in the decomposition (1) of R.
We know that the ring of R-endomorphisms of any R-module M = Ml 0 ... 3 :yl, is isomorphic to the ring of all n x fz matrices Ii xij 1) where xii E Hom,(Mi , ilfj). Let K be the ring of all matrices which have at the (ni L ... f rtpl + j, n1 + ... + n,-, + t) place an arbitrary element of H.$ = Hom,(Reij , Re,,) where the ni's for i > 0 are defined in (l), and ns = 0. Then as R has an identity it is isomorphic to K. Obviously for every pair (i, s), H.fi g Hii 'v'h, j, r, t and so we identify all the H$ 's (for fixed i, s) and denote them by Hi, . If we carry out this operation on K we obtain a blocked matrix ring H (with entries from ui,S His) isomorphic to (K and hence) R. Therefore to complete the proof we need only show that con-
(i) This is just a statement of the composition properties of maps.
(ii) We know that Hi, E e,,Re$, and as eu is a primitive idempotent eilRi, cannot contain any idempotents distinct from en .
(iii) For m < i < K, Reu is 2 minim21 idezl 2nd so H,, is 2 sfield. (vi) Let 93 E H$ be any homomorphism such that HTiv = 0 for every j such that nz < j < k. We know that for any non-zero ,8 E Hii, where vz < j < k, that Rej$ is 2 minimal ideal contained in Resi.. Therefore p annihilates 211 the minimal ideals contained in Resr I that is, ker p is essential in Re,,. . But by Lemma 1.2 this means that 9 = O.
We now prove the converse. Let H be 2 matrix ring satisfying the above hypotheses. By I/ rpi: I( we will denote that element of H whose only non-zero entry is viS at the place (n, + e-m + fziP1 fj, z,, + *** + fzSP1 +-t), where rzO = 0 and for Z > 1 the ai)s are defined in (lj.
We now show that H has minimal ideals. It is sufficient to prove that if x = x /I x$ /j is any element of H, then Hx contains a minimal ideal. As H is a full matrix ring Hx = CiZj H Cs,t il xi: 1, 2nd so we need only show that for any Cs,t ji $J$ /I E H, H Cs,t Ij r+bz: I! contains 2 Xext we show that Z,(H) = 0. For fixed h, j with m < j < k, let Fjh be the additive A4beiian group generated by (J & 11 1 pjA E HjA , 1 < i .< 5 ~ I < t < nk>. Obviously Fjh is a direct sum of minimal ideals of H, and so F = Cj,fi Fja, is contained in the socle of H. Now let SC = 2 I/ /3;: j: be any element of H such that Fx = 0. Then 2s F is a full subring of H, Fx = C,,,F xm,E /I&i j] = 0 2nd so each FCm,w I( p;f I/ = 0. By condition (vi) this means that each I! 8':: ij = 0 and so x = 0. Therefore Z,(H) = 0. We leave the proof of the indecomposability of H to the reader.
We can strengthen this theorem by reducing the structure of the groups H,, to that of the stields Hj, for nz <j < K. For ?E <j < R let bi, be the 1vm0v dimension of Hj, as a Hjj-module. Then bj, is the cardinality of a maximal direct sum of minimal ideals contained in ReSL, each R-isomorphic to Rej, .
By Lemma 1.2 to every non-zero R-homomorphism 97 : Re,, -+ Re,, there is a unique non-zero R-homomorphism v1 : K,, + K,; , where K,, is the socle of Re,, . Let M(H,j , bj, x bjt) be the group of all row finite bj, x b9, matrices over Hij . Then Hom,(K,, , K,,) g ncnGjGk M(H, , bj, x bj,) and so H,, C nnzGjSk M (H, , b3, x bj,) . Hence we have COROLLARY 1.1. The characteristic of a ring with minimal ideals and zero singular ideal, is not divisible by p2 for any primp.
ARTINIAX RINGS
In this section we apply Theorem 1.1 to Artinian rings to obtain the structure of Artinian rings with zero singular ideal, and short proofs of the main results of [2] , [5] , and [6] . THEOREM 2.1. Let R be an indecomposable Artinian rin2 with zero singular ideal. Then R is isomorphic to a blocked matrix ring H satisfying all the conditions of Theorem 1 .I plus the following. 
Proof.
Ciearly R is isomorphic to matrix ring H which satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 2.2 plus the corresponding 'Yight" conditions (i)C(xiii)". R is both left and right generalised uniseria! so each non-zero H, is a one dimensionai left vector space over Hii and a one dimensional right vector space over Hjj . But conditions (xii) and (xii)' imply that HiI = Hkk for every i, and so by condition (xi) we conciude that fcr every i, Hii = H,, . Moreover, every H, C l!lii (= H,,j and so if Hi, + 0 then H, = -H,:, . Since for every i, Hki f 0 it follows that for every pair ehfR, e,,R either ehjR is R-isomorphic to a submodule of eatR or vice versa. Therefore the e iI c can be indexed in such a way that if H,$ + 0 then s 3 t. Hence
.'E the triangular structure of H is assured.
The converse is obvious.
